
> flag design
> objective(s):

Students will create a custom flag design for themselves, their family, a group or organization they belong to, a 
geographic location or area, etc.

> curricular focus:
Students will utilize simplistic design and color theory to create a design that clearly represents the selected topic.

> specifications:
save as: Flag_LastnameF.psd
dimensions: 11" x 8.5"
resolution: 300
color mode: RGB

> instruction:
• what is a flag?

A flag represents a place, organization, person, etc. Flags were first used for military purposes on land and then as 
identifying signals at sea. They evolved to represent royal houses, then countries and other levels of government. 
Vexillology is the study of flags.

• introduction to the five principles of good flag design
 1. simplicity is paramount (see page 2)
  the design should be simple enough for a child to draw it from memory
 2. meaningful symbolism (see page 3)
  patterns, colors, icons should all directly and clearly represent the intended subject matter
 3. limited color palette (see page 4)
  most flags are two to three contrasting, yet harmonious, colors
 4. no lettering or seals (see page 5)
  these are difficult to read/see at distances or small sizes
 5. distinctive design (see page 6)
  design stands out from uniquely from other flags
• slideshow of good and bad flag designs
 - video: simply awful city flags
  https://www.ted.com/talks/roman_mars_why_city_flags_may_be_the_worst_designed_thing_you_ve_never_noticed
 - article: well designed flags that break the rules
  https://ideas.ted.com/7-fantastic-flags-that-break-every-design-rule/
• introduction to flag anatomy and common flag patterns
 - see Anatomy of a Flag on page 7
 - see Common Flag Patterns on page 8 
• review Flag Design Example on page 9
• review vector drawing tools
 - review Pen tool, Curvature Pen tool and Shape tool
 - review how to duplicate and flip vectors to create symmetrical artwork 
• review how to locate objects
 - Transform Coordinates, Align and Distribute, Grid and Guides
• review how to save paths
 - go to Paths window, select path, then go to pull down menu (top right of Paths window) and select Save Path
• review the emotive qualities of color
 - for complete emotive quality guide please see MHSCG Color Guide on mhscomputergraphics.com
  go to (http://www.mhscomputergraphics.com/uploads/1/5/1/3/1513764/_mhscg_color_guide.pdf )
  you may use Find (Ctrl + F) to search within the document

continued on page 2



> flag design
> procedure
 • follow step-by-step tutorial beginning on page 11

> requirements:
• file
 - file specifications are adhered to
 - all visible layers are named and all hidden/unused layers are deleted
 - all paths are saved
 - properly saved, named and submitted .psd and .jpg files
• construction
 - IMPORTANT!- all elements (field sections/divisions, charges/emblems) must be created using path or shape   
    vectors that are saved and viewable in the Paths window
 - elements fit perfectly within the template created in the Flag Outline layer
  no paths extend beyond the edge of the Flag Outline Layer
 - elements are located, aligned and evenly distributed appropriately
  for example: a charge/emblem that looks like it is intended to be centered must be centered
  for example: divided sections of a flag are exact same size and symmetry
 - no unnecessary paths (all overlapping paths of the same color are combined)
 - no empty/unpainted points, paths or areas
• pattern
 - field must have more than one color area
• symbols/icons/charge/emblems
 - utilizes visually simple yet conceptually representational iconography
 - no text
• color
 - maximum three colors (unless given permission by instructor in advance)
 - adjacent colors strongly contrast each other
 - no gradients
• representationalism
 - all elements (pattern, symbol/icon, colors) have meaning and significance to the topic 
• description text
 - title of flag is all caps
 - explanation of symbolism of pattern, charge/emblem and colors are well written and succinct
 - font size is decreased as minimally as possible for all text to fit
  sizes are even wholes or halves
 - no spelling or grammar errors
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> anatomy of a flag

Canton

Field or Ground

Fly

Hoist

Canton- Any quarter of a flag, but commonly means the upper hoist (left) 
quarter (e.g. the field of stars in the flag of the United States).

Charge- A figure or symbol appearing in the field of a flag.

Emblem- A device often used as a charge on a flag. It may be heraldic in 
origin or modern (e.g. the maple leaf on the Canadian flag).

Field- The background of a flag; the color behind the charges.

Fimbriation- A narrow edging or border (often white or gold) to separate 
two other colors (e.g. the white and gold lines of the South African flag).

Fly- The half or edge of a flag farthest away from the flagpole. This term also 
sometimes refers to the horizontal length of a flag.

Hoist- The half or edge of a flag nearest to the flagpole. This term also 
sometimes refers to the vertical width of a flag.

Length- The span of a flag along the side at right angles to the flagpole.

Width- The span of a flag down the side parallel to the flagpole.

[Ratio- the most common width to height ratios are 1:1.5 and 1:2]



> common flag patterns
These are the most commonly used flag patterns. Utilize these, customize them or use something completely 
different. Patterns must have purpose and meaning. Number of sections, orientation, etc. should be intentional.
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> flag design tutorial
STAGE ONE: TOPIC
• step one: select subject

 - choose something your truly enjoy or are passionate about
 - create a new flag or redesign and existing one
  if redesigning an existing flag you may not reuse any pattern or symbol (but may reuse colors)
 - can be real or fictional
  location (country, state, town, region, landmark, etc.)
   real examples: United States, Maryland, Middletown, Appalachia, Ocean City Boardwalk
   fictional examples: Tatooine, Mos Eisley
  family
   current family members, pet
   heritage
  sport or team
   hockey, Washington Capitals
  hobby
   video games, horsback riding
  class/department
   Strength Training, ASL, Senior class, math, art
  club/group
   FFA, Drama, RT Media, Marching Band
  event
   Yom Kippur, Super Bowl 

• step two: approve with instructor



> flag design tutorial
STAGE TWO: BRAINSTORM

• step one: open and review Flag Design Planner Example
 - intangible vs. tangible
  intangible means a feeling/mood/concept
   for example: exciting, intense, aggressive 
  tangible means an object you can draw
   for example: football, helmet, goal post
 - carefully examine the examples for keywords and their corresponding colors and icon ideas 

• step two: open and save Flag Design Planner
 - save as: Flag Design Planner_LastnameF (.doc will be added automatically)

• step three: complete Flag Design Planner
 - carefully read directions!
 - compile a list of keywords that a significant to your selected subject
  there are 10 slots for tangible and intangible keywords but you 'need what you need'
   in other words, if you can only think of six for tangible, then you have six
   or if you need 12 for intangible, then you have 12
 - explore symbols and colors that best represent your keywords
   this will likely require online research

• step four: approve with instructor



> flag design tutorial
STAGE THREE: SKETCHES

• step one: read the Project Requirements on page 2

• step two: open and print Flag Design Thumbnails.pdf
 - read the directions!

• step three: review your Flag Design Planner
 - your sketches will incorporate the colors and icons from your keywords
 
• step four: begin sketches
 - refer to your Flag Design Planner
  your sketches will incorporate the colors and icons/symbols from your keywords
 - start with pattern first 
  review Common Flag Patterns on page 12
   you are not required to use these; they are merely the most commonly used
   you can also alter/customize these to your needs
  remember to use a minimum of three different patterns
 - add icon/symbol second
  a flag should only have one symbol
   but some symbols can repeat (like stars on the US flag)
  remember to use a minimum of three different symbols
 - determine and label colors third
  remember to use a maximum of three colors
   if you need a fourth color, you must explain why/get permission before starting the sketch
 
• step five: share with instructor
 - discuss/support your color and symbol choices with instructor
  remember- every shape, symbol and color must have a meaning!
   if there is not a reason for a shape, line, color, symbol, etc. then it should not be there



> flag design tutorial
STAGE FOUR: CREATION

• step one: open Flag Design Template.psd
 - read directions carefully!
 
• step two: plan ahead
 - plan how you should approach the construction of each element ahead of time
  how can you 'cheat' to make things easier and more accurate?
   for example: for symmetrical elements, create only half then copy, paste and flip
 
• step three: begin artwork
 - use layers appropriately
  all artwork must be between the Flag Outline layer and the Background layer
   the Flag Outline and Background layers should remain locked and unchanged
 - set Pen and Shape tool modes to Path
  select tool, go to Options Bar (at the top under the main drop-down menus) and set mode to Path
  Shape tool can be set to either Shape or Path mode
   this is your preference but I recommend setting to Path as well
    setting Shape tool to shape will create a shape layer which can be problematic
 - use vectors only!
  all elements (field sections/divisions, symbols/icons) must be created using path or shape vectors that  
  are saved and viewable in the Paths window
 - build clean
  use Transform Coordinates (x and y), Grids and Guides and Align to make sure elements line up perfectly  
  to each other and the document

• step four: review artwork
 - review yuor wortwork with the requirements on page 2
 - does everything line up?
  no artwork can go past Flag Outline
 - is your pattern accurately divided?
  for example, if using three vertical rectangles they should all be the same size
 - are elements that are supposed to be centered done so accurately using Transform x and y coordinates?
 - are elements that are supposed to be evenly spaced done so using Align, Distribute or Transform coordinates?

• step five: approve with instructor
 - share with artwork and paths for approval to move on to text



> flag design tutorial
STAGE FIVE: TEXT

• step one: add title
 - select Type tool
 - highlight only the letter ALL CAPS TITLE
 - select Caps Lock on your keyboard
 - enter your title

• step two: add description text
 - open a Word document or Google Document
  type your text here to utilize auto spelling and grammar check
   you may also seek any help you want (online or personal) to create your description
    there is no such thing as cheating on creating this text
 - explain the symbolism used of the pattern, colors and icons you included
  be as simple and to the point as possible
   write in present tense and active voice
    active voice is simply subject-verb-object
  each element should have its own sentence
   for example: The blue star represents freedom. The white border represents peace.
  this should be treated as formal writing
   do not write like you would speak or type in a text message or social media post
  refer to the sample on Flag Design Example on page 10
 - when done copy and paste the text into your Photoshop file
  you may need to change the font size to fit this text block
   lower font size as little as needed to fit (you may use half sizes as well)

• step three: approve with instructor



> mattingly's favorites
Maryland

This is a combination of 
the heraldry from the 
Calvert and Crossland 

families from when 
Maryland was first 

settled.

South Carolina
The design relates to the 
defense of Fort Johnson 

in the Revolutionary 
War. The crescent was 

used on troop uniforms 
and palm trees were 

used to fortify walls to 
defend against heavy 

cannon fire.

Tennessee
The three stars represent 

the three regions 
of Tennessee (east, 

middle and west). The 
blue circle designates 
the unity of the three 

regions. The blue bar is 
simply aesthetics.

Alaska
The Big Dipper is an 
asterism of a larger 

constellation Ursa Major, 
or "big bear," an animal 

indigenous to the state. 
Polaris, the North Star, 

symbolizes Alaska's 
future.

Arizona
The 13 rays represent 
the original colonies. 

The red and yellow 
represent the colors 

of Spain as well as 
sunsets. The copper star 

symbolizes the copper 
mining in the state. 

United States
I hope I do not have to 

explain the symbolism.
'MERICA!

United Kingdom
A combination of the 

flags of Scotland (blue 
field with the white 

saltire of St. Andrew),  
England (white field 
with the red cross of 

St. George) and Ireland 
(white field with the red 

saltire of St. Patrick).

Canada
This is a recent design, 

coming into being in 
1964. The previous flag 

became controversial 
because it incorporated 

the Union Jack in the 
canton, so a new design 

was commissioned.

Norway
Designed way back in 
1821, the Nordic cross 

was used by other 
countries (Denmark, 

Sweden, etc.) to denote 
Christianity. Red, white 
and blue had become 
the colors of freedom, 

thanks to France.

Australia
The Union Jack represents 

how Australia was an English 
colony. The Commonwealth 
Star (large 7-pointed on the 
left) represents the various 

colonies. On the right is 
the Southern Cross, a very 

recognizable constellation in 
the southern hemisphere.

State Flags International Flags



> state flag issues
MISSISSIPPI redesigned its flag in 2020 due to backlash over the inclusion of the Confederate battle flag. It was the last state to 
remove the Confederate symbol from its design, but several state flags with Confederate influence remain.

ALABAMA
In 1915 the state legislature 
chose the red cross as a 
direct reference to the 
Confederate battle flag 
of the Army of Northern 
Virginia.

GEORGIA
The design was 
intentionally copied 
directly from the actual 
Confederate States of 
America flag (see below).

FLORIDA
Originally there was no 
red cross, but simply the 
state seal. Like Alabama, 
it was later added as a 
direct reference to the 
Confederacy.

ARKANSAS
In 1923, the state added a 
fourth star inside the white 
diamond to represent the 
Confederacy. The following 
year they moved it above 
the state name where it 
remains today.

CONFEDERATE FLAG HISTORY
Many people confuse the familiar flag 
on the left as the "Confederate Flag." On 
the contrary, it never served as the flag 
of the Confederate States of America. It 
was actually the battle flag of the Army 
of Northern Virginia.

To the right are the three designs that 
did actually serve as official flags of the 
Confederacy.

They were known as "The Stars and 
Bars" (1861-1863), "The Stainless 
Banner" (1863-1865) and "The Blood-
Stained Banner (1865).

The Stars & Bars 
(1861-1863)

The Stainless 
Banner
(1863-1865)

The Blood-Stained 
Banner
(1865)


